I. INTRODUCTION
The ocular tear film is critical for good vision. The properly functioning tear film protects the ocular surface with moisture, transports waste away, and provides a smooth optical surface.
1 This multilayer film 2, 3 has an anterior layer of lipids [4] [5] [6] that is tens of nanometers thick on the average. It floats upon a primarily aqueous layer, 1 which is in turn on a mucin-rich region at the corneal surface. [7] [8] [9] The precorneal tear film is a total of a few microns thick in the center of the cornea after a blink [10] [11] [12] and has a considerably thicker meniscus around the lid margins [13] [14] [15] where the tear film climbs up the wettable part of the eyelids. A sample of tears combining all of its components is mildly shear thinning 16 but weakly elastic. 17 Recent measurements of meibomian lipids alone show that they may have significant elasticity 18 at room temperature but the contribution of the lipid layer to the overall rheology and properties of tears at in vivo temperatures is yet to be understood. The apparent surface tension of the tear-air interface and other interfacial properties are affected by surface active polar lipids 19, 20 that are thought to occupy the lipid-aqueous interface and to be insoluble in the aqueous layer. The polar lipids can cause upward motion of the tear fluid after a blink. 21, 22 However, the apparent surface tension of tears appears to be affected by more than the presence of polar lipids. 23, 24 Theoretical models of tear film dynamics have recently been reviewed; 25 a brief review is paraphrased in this paragraph from Braun et al. 26 The tear film is commonly assumed to be Newtonian, and the underlying substrate (the cornea) is assumed to be flat. 21, 26 Mathematical studies have incorporated a variety of important effects: surface tension; [27] [28] [29] [30] polar lipid surface concentration gradients causing the Marangoni effect; 21, [31] [32] [33] evaporation; 6, 34, 35 wettability of the corneal surface via van der Waals terms; 34, [36] [37] [38] motion of the eye lids in one dimension; [31] [32] [33] [39] [40] [41] [42] and the shape of the eye opening. 43, 44 These effects may all contribute in different regions of the eye and at different times in the blink cycle.
Models of tear film that fix the temperature of the substrate predict that the temperature of the tear film surface increases slightly after a blink; 34, 35 however, ocular surface temperature (OST) measurements show that cooling occurs, typically about 1
• C or 2 • C (discussed below). In this paper, we focus on the fluid dynamics of the tear film during the interblink and how it is affected by heat transfer beneath the tear film. We aim to determine a minimal amount of modeling of heat transfer from beneath the tear film that will recover the observed cooling of the surface of the tear film. We examine three different models for the heat distribution beneath the tear film and compare the results from the different models with each other and with experimental data. The heat transfer beneath the tear film is treated by either fixing the temperature at the corneal surface or by diffusion of heat into the cornea and aqueous humor. In all cases, convection inside the eye is neglected. The treatments of heat transfer used here are inspired by the models of Ajaev and Homsy. [45] [46] [47] [48] We find that incorporating heat transfer in a sufficiently thick region under the tear film causes the tear film surface to cool a comparable amount to that observed in vivo.
Measurement of the OST has been reviewed recently; 49 a brief description follows. Contact measurement techniques have a long history, but they have inherent sources of error. [50] [51] [52] Non-contact temperature measurement of OST using infrared thermometry was pioneered by Mapstone;
53-55 this approach appears to be the most successful method for determining the temperature of the anterior surface of the tear film. This method has been used to measure anterior surface temperatures for both precorneal [56] [57] [58] and prelens 59 tear films. Of particular interest are the results of Efron et al. 56 because of the quantitative reporting and interpretation of their results. They found that the average minimum temperature of the cornea, based on 21 subjects, was slightly inferior to the geometric center of the cornea (GCC). They speculated that this was because the lid margins heat the eye and the GCC is superior to the geometric center of the palpebral fissure. The temperature of the GCC after a blink was found to be 34.3
• C ± 0.7
• C on average. The temperature contours were elliptical, and Efron et al. speculated that this was due to the shape of the lid margins. The horizontal temperature variation was fit well with a parabola. The temperature increased as the location moved toward the periphery of the cornea, and toward the lid margins; the temperature of the limbus was 0.45
• C higher than at the GCC. An earlier study 60 found that this temperature difference was 0.6 • C. Efron et al. 56 also measured the rate of cooling of the ocular surface; they found a rate of 0.033
• C/s ± 0.024 • C/s of the first 15 s after a blink. They also found that if a subject had a slower rate of cooling and that if the OST stabilized then a subject was more likely to be able to refrain from blinking for an extended period. The data from their experiments suggested that the corneal temperature could vary by 0.78
• C on average for each subject, and we will find that including this temperature variation is necessary for understanding ocular surface temperature variation for thin film modeling. Kamao et al. 58 found less cooling for controls and similar cooling for dry eyes. Craig et al. 57 used ocular thermography, a variety of tear physiology tests and measurement of evaporation rates in both control and dry eye subjects in order to correlate physiological factors in dry eye with OST and evaporation from the tear film. They found that there was an increased rate of evaporation in dry eye, as found in a number of previous studies. [61] [62] [63] They found an average evaporation rate of 1.9 × 10 −9 g/cm 2 /s in controls (healthy eyes) and 4.1 × 10 −8 g/cm 2 /s in dry eyes; this factor of 20 increase in evaporation rate is a relatively large factor over the controls, and smaller than typical measurements. 64 Dry eye subjects were found to have significantly lower GCC temperatures than the controls, and this could be attributed to increased evaporation. Also, the rate of cooling in the cornea was significantly higher in dry eyes, which may be caused by increased evaporation as well. Notably, Craig et al. 57 did not find any correlation between reduced non-invasive break up time (time to first rupture) and evaporation. Two studies have found that evaporation can be reduced in dry eye, 65, 66 but these authors point out that their subjects are aqueous deficient dry eyes, and Craig et al. 57 speculate that this may be responsible for the reduced evaporation rate. Scott 67, 68 developed finite element (FE) models of heat transfer in the eye that were intended to help decide whether radiative heating lead to cataracts in glass blowers. In the first paper, a detailed axisymmetric FE model of heat transfer within the eye and to the external environment beyond the anterior of the eye was studied. Scott found that the results were sensitive to the variability in three parameters: the evaporation rate from the anterior of the eye, the heat lost due to convection from Phys. the anterior of the eye, and the blood temperature in the eye. Scott 68 then incorporated radiative heating from the extreme environment of furnaces used in glass blowing to the effects within the eye. Other finite element models of heat transfer in the eye have been developed; 69, 70 they computed steady-state temperature distributions and found OST values within experimental ranges.
Steady-state finite element models with conductive and convective heat transfer in the aqueous humor have been developed in two 71, 72 and three 73 dimensions with similar conclusions. The coolest temperature on the anterior surface was located below the GCC, as in experiment, 56 and the overall heat transfer through the anterior chamber is not significantly affected by the distorted temperature field. Approximate analytical models have been developed as well. 74, 75 Siggers and Ethier 76 review flow in the aqueous humor.
In this paper we study three domains for heat transfer beneath the tear film during the interblink: no substrate, a thin substrate, or a thick substrate. Our objective is to evaluate which case can capture the experimentally determined temperature drops on the ocular surface. The last two cases simplify the geometry of the eye to a rectangle, but this simplification seems to be sufficient to capture the desired dynamics. The models are developed in the next section. We then discuss numerical approaches in Sec. III and show results for test cases in the Appendix. Results are given in Sec. IV; discussion and conclusions follow.
II. FORMULATION
A sketch illustrating the model is shown in Figure 1 ; primes indicate dimensional variables. The acceleration due to gravity g is in the positive x direction and the velocity components of tear film are denoted by (u , v ) . Only the dynamics of a post-blink tear film is studied in this paper, so both ends of the film, representing the eyelid margins, are fixed at the positions corresponding to a fully open eye. The upper lid is fixed at x = −L and lower lid is at x = L . Since the characteristic tear film thickness is much smaller than the radius of curvature of the cornea, there is no noticeable effect on the fluid motion due to the corneal curvature. Our model neglects the curvature of the ocular surface, following many other studies; this assumption is justified in Braun et al. 26 The tear film in is located along the y = 0 edge of a rectangle that models the cornea and aqueous humor. The rectangle occupies −L < x < L and y c < y < 0, where y c is a location within the aqueous humor. The model is studied for the cases that the rectangular substrate is either thick or thin, as well as the case with no substrate (fixed temperature) underneath the tear film. 34 We present the derivation for the thick substrate case here and simplify it to the other two cases.
The tear film is modeled as an incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant density ρ, dynamic viscosity μ, specific heat c p , and thermal conductivity k. In addition, energy conservation governs the temperature distribution in the tear film. In the rectangular region underneath the tear film, we consider only heat diffusion; the small effect of fluid motion on heat transport 71 justifies this assumption. Applying continuity of temperature and heat flux at the boundary between the tear film and the cornea connects these two domains. The other three edges of the rectangle are prescribed to be body temperature T B = 37
• C.
We scale lengths with the half width of an open eye, L = 5 × 10 −3 m, in the x direction, and the characteristic tear film thickness d = 5 × 10 −6 m in the positive y direction. A different length scale is applied in the negative y direction, since the corneal thickness is L c = 500 × 10 −6 m and a typical tear film thickness is 2.5-5 × 10 −6 m. The aqueous humor thickness is about 3 or 4 × 10 −3 m. This suggests L c as the length scale in the negative y direction for the thick substrate case , andỹ denotes the dimensionless variable in the substrate to distinguish the scale difference. To nondimensionalize the model, the following dimensionless variables are introduced:
Here U 0 scales the velocity, T s is the saturation temperature, and L m represents the latent heat of vaporization per unit mass. The small parameter = d /L 1 arises indicating the separation of scales in the thin tear film. Applying lubrication theory gives the following leading order approximation. Parameters that appear in the formulation are defined and given numerical values in Table I.   TABLE I . Parameter definitions and values. Unless otherwise noted, these values were used to generate the computational results. κ c = k c /(ρc p ), specific heat of lens instead of water is used. K andK are chosen to satisfy the experimentally measured thinning rate (4 μm/min) 77 of the tear film thickness due to King-Smith et al. α and A* are recovered from the nondimensional parameters in Winter et al. 34 Ajaev and Homsy 47 discuss α and K. 
Dimensionless parameters
In the tear film, the flow on 0 ≤ y ≤ h(x, t) is governed by mass conservation
and momentum conservation in each direction
The Stokes number G is the ratio of gravitational to viscous forces and is defined in Table I as are all subsequent nondimensional parameters. Energy conservation is given by
At the free surface, y = h(x, t), the mass balance and normal stress balance conditions hold:
and
Here E represents the size of the evaporative contribution to the surface motion, S is the ratio of surface tension to viscous forces, p v is the scaled vapor pressure, and A represents the nondimensional Hamaker constant in the standard van der Waals force given nondimensionally by = A/h 3 . In addition, the dimensionless energy balance is given by
Bi is the Biot number indicating the ratio of convection from the surface of the tear film over conduction inside the film. T ∞ is the nondimensional far field temperature; we choose T ∞ = 0, meaning it is the same as the saturation temperature T s = 27 • C dimensionally. We assume that the free surface is occupied by a strong surfactant (polar lipids in the eye) that renders the surface tangentially immobile. 28, 29, 35 The nondimensional form of the tangential immobility condition is
The thermal Marangoni effect is neglected in the model under the assumption that lipid layer solutal Marangoni effect plays a dominant part. This is reasonable because observations 22 show that tears move rapidly upward over the cornea after a blink because of surfactant concentration gradients and while temperature change is small. The constitutive relation for the evaporative mass flux J gives another boundary condition at the free surface, namely,
withK being the non-equilibrium parameter that sets the evaporative mass flux and δ relates the pressure difference at the free surface to the evaporation rate. At the interface between the tear film and the cornea, y = 0, we require no slip as well as continuity of temperature and heat flux. These have the dimensionless forms
A model region representing the cornea and aqueous humor is the rectangular regioñ y c ≤ỹ ≤ 0, −1 ≤ x ≤ 1. In this region, heat only diffuses and is governed by
Here T c denotes the temperature inside the rectangle andk = k/k c is the ratio of thermal conductivities (tear film over cornea).
A partial differential equation (PDE) for the tear film thickness, coupled with a heat diffusion equation, is derived by solving for the temperature fields in both the tear film and the cornea; the system to be solved in the thick substrate case is then
where T 0 = T(x, 0, t), and in the rectangle beneath the film
If we assume y c 1, i.e., we have the thin substrate case, and apply d as the length scale for the negative y direction as well, the PDE system (12)- (15) is reduced to a single PDE for the tear film thickness, namely,
with q being exactly the same as (13) and the mass flux term J showing as below:
Furthermore, we may set y c = 0 in (17) and recover the PDE for the case with no substrate as in Winter et al. 34 (when Bi = 0). A feature of this model is that evaporation shuts off when the tear film thickness thins to an equilibrium value denoted by h eq . Approximation of h eq is found from Eqs. (16) and (17) by setting J = 0 and neglecting the spacial derivatives. ∂ t h = 0 then follows. With Bi = 0, J = 0 implies 1 − δAh −3 = 0. Thus,
For all these three cases, we assume the tear film thickness is fixed at the ends and there is no flux coming from the boundaries. Hence, we impose the following boundary conditions:
The initial condition that approximates the post-blink geometry of a tear film is specified as
We assume an even function for a symmetric initial tear film distribution. Larger values of m specify tear distributions with less fluid in the menisci. Two assumed initial profiles of the temperature field in the rectangle are studied for the thick substrate case. We begin with the uniformly distributed initial temperature profile assumption
and then turn to the non-uniformly temperature assumption, which gives better agreement with the experimental data
where T min is the initial temperature at the GCC, to simulate the experimental observation by Efron et al.
56

III. NUMERICAL METHODS
We investigated three different methods to compute solutions to the problems; 41 they are: (i) the reformulated ordinary differential equation (RODE) approach ; (ii) the finite-differencebased differential algebraic equation (DAE/fd) approach; and (iii) the spectral-method-based DAE (DAE/sp) method to solve the model numerically. All three methods use a method of lines with discretized spatial derivatives, with the resulting ODEs or DAEs for the dependent variables on the grid points solved using ode15s in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). The methods were tested on a model problem; the Appendix gives results and a comparison. Results for the tear film models were obtained from both the DAE/fd and DAE/sp methods.
A. RODE method
Similar to the ODE method, centered finite-difference scheme is used to approximate the derivatives. The RODE method computes the flux q as an intermediate step and then it is differentiated to update h rather than compute ∂ x q directly. Therefore, unlike the direct ODE method, which requires the introduction of fictitious points and applying a finite-difference approximation of ∂ x q to enforce the flux boundary condition q( ± 1, t) = 0, RODE method uses the exact value of the flux at both ends thus providing more accuracy from the boundaries.
B. DAE/fd method
In the DAE method, we reduce the order of derivatives to be evaluated numerically by rewriting the PDE as a semi-explicit DAE of index-1 with the pressure p as a new dependent variable, 44 
p(x, t) ≡ −(S∂
The thin film equations in the thick substrate case then become (12) along with
The DAE system now has ∂ 2 x h and ∂ 2 x p being the highest order derivatives. When we use centered finite difference to approximate all spatial derivatives in the DAE system and use a DAE solver on the resulting system, we call that the DAE/fd method.
C. DAE/sp method
In this approach, rather than implement second order finite-difference approximation, the DAE/sp method uses a Chebyshev spectral method to discretize all spatial derivatives. 78, 79 The grid points are the Chebyshev points defined as
This method has better convergence rates for smooth functions and thus requires less grid points than finite-difference-based methods to achieve comparable or better accuracy.
IV. TEAR FILM RESULTS
We now turn to solving the tear film problem; we set h 0 = 25 at the boundary and m = 8 for the initial condition. All the other parameters are specified as Table I unless otherwise noted. To begin, we let Bi = 0.01 and G = 0 for all three substrate cases to compare results for the tear film surface temperature at the center of the domain (x = 0) with experimental GCC temperature measurements. When used to refer to the computed results, GCC will denote the temperature at x = 0. Let T h denote the dimensionless temperature at the surface of the tear film and T h (0, t) is the relative GCC temperature change during the computation, which is defined as
Here T eq denotes the steady-state GCC temperature at the tear film surface that occurs when h = h eq (Eq. (18)); it was derived by neglecting the x derivatives in the equations. The approximation works well at x = 0 and it is given by
with y c = 0 for the no substrate case and y c = −4 for the thin one. Figure 2 shows computed GCC temperature for the various cases. From Figure 2 (a), we observe an increase for the GCC temperature if the no substrate or thin substrate model was used. The relative temperature change shows this, though the magnitude of the change is small, on the order of 10 −4 to 10 −3 . We use T h (0, t) instead of T h (0, t) for the no substrate and thin substrate cases to make the changes visible in the plot. The depth of the rectangular substrate for the thin substrate case here is y c = −4, which is 20 × 10 −6 m dimensionally. If we consider the thick substrate case, we allow cooling to happen through the cornea and part of aqueous humor; for the figure we usedỹ c = −5 which is 2.5 × 10 −3 m dimensionally. For the thick substrate case, Figure 2 (b) shows a decreasing GCC temperature as a function of time. We found that the thick substrate model would generally show a decreasing temperature at GCC, while the other two models did not.
Efron et al. 56 measured the rate of cooling at GCC and found that a representative cooling rate was 0.033 ± 0.024
• C/s of the first 15s after a blink. If we fix the cornea at body temperature or allow heat diffusion within only a thin part of the cornea, i.e., the no substrate and the thin substrate cases, then the models actually predict a slight increase of the GCC temperature. Unless the heat diffusion is allowed deeply enough into the aqueous humor, the model cannot predict a noticeable decrease for the film surface temperature at GCC.
Because the cooling at GCC can be captured only by the thick substrate model, we focused on that case withỹ c = −5 and then varied the Biot number Bi to study its effects on the temperature distribution and tear film evaporation. Figure 3 shows the temperature distribution at several times in the first t = 40 (seconds) with Bi = G = 0. The temperature decreases along y = 0 (the base of the tear film) and into the rectangle as time increases; the other edges of the domain stay at T = 1, supplying heat which is then lost through the tear film. Significant cooling into the substrate beneath the tear film occurs, and the minimum temperature is at the origin. The tear film surface temperature is very close to the temperature at y = 0 away from the ends of the domain. After 40 s, the temperature has decreased well into the rectangle. The dynamics of the tear film thickness and the corresponding evaporative flux J are shown in Figure 4 . Since G = 0, both h and J are symmetric; only half of the domain is shown here. The formation of the so-called black line 30 near x = 0.8 is clearly seen in Figure 4 (a). The black line refers to localized thin region of the film near the menisci. The film thickness reaches h eq after about t = 30, which we interpret to mean that the film has ruptured ("break up" in the eye literature). The corresponding evaporative mass flux is given in Figure 4(b) . At h eq , the evaporation rate is zero because of the balance between van der Waals conjoining pressure and tendency to evaporate water from heating of the film; 46 evaporation decreases rapidly as the film thickness approaches h eq . The minimum values of h and J are shown in Figure 5 . The correlation between the approach to h eq and evaporation shutting off is clearly seen. As is seen in Figure 5 , after 30 s, when the tear film reaches the equilibrium thickness h eq = (δA) 1/3 , the evaporative mass flux vanishes. The Biot number characterizes relative sizes of the resistance of heat transfer inside of and outside the surface of the tear film in air. It has a strong influence on film evaporation and hence has a significant effect on tear film temperature. The tear film thickness and the corresponding evaporative mass flux at the GCC with Bi varying from 0 to 0.1 are plotted in Figure 6 . The GCC tear film thickness decreases fastest and has the largest evaporative mass flux with Bi = 0. Figure 6 clearly shows that increasing the value of Biot number reduces the evaporation rate.
We took advantage of this Biot number dependence to find that Bi = 0.0009 best simulates experimental results. 56 In addition, to further improve agreement with the experimental data from Efron et al., 56 we used the nonuniform initial condition for T c given by Eq. (22) . This was motivated Phys. by the observation that temperatures of the GCC were not at body temperature, but were lower. The initial condition (22) mimics that experimental fact as well as the tendency for the temperature to increase from the GCC toward the periphery of the eye. Figure 7 shows how the distribution of the temperature in the rectangular region evolves for the first 40 s after a blink. Significant cooling occurs in the substrate beneath the tear film once again, and the minimum temperature is at the origin. T min = 0.75 corresponds to the initial corneal temperature 34.5 • C; here G = 0. However, we can see from Figure 7 that the temperature profile remains unchanged after 20 s for this initial condition. Similar observations were made by Efron et al., "Inspection suggests a decrease in temperature during the initial 15 to 20 s after the blink for all subjects followed by stabilization of temperature in those subjects who were able to maintain eye opening for longer periods." Our model predicts tear film thickness and its evaporative mass flux with Bi = 0.0009 and initial condition (22) for the first 60 s after a blink as shown in Figure 8 . Evidence of the black line formation and subsequent film rupture at around x = 0.8 can be clearly seen. Furthermore, the minimum value of h at each time is tracked to produce Figure 9 .
We now consider G = 0.04 as listed in Table I . Gravity drives tear film flow in the positive x-direction in the model; this effect is shown in Figure 10(a) . A black line in this case forms more readily at the upper part of the tear film, and break up only occurs near x = −0.8 which corresponds to being near the upper lid when gravity is active. Downward flow toward x = 1 prevents the lower black line from thinning to h eq as it does at the upper end. In addition, since evaporation shuts off, where tear film thickness reaches equilibrium level h eq , J → 0 only near x = −0.8, where break up occurs; this is shown in Figure 10(b) . The shut off of evaporation in the upper black line occurs after about t = 60 (1 min dimensionally) in this case. The thick substrate model has captured several aspects of tear film dynamics; a direct comparison of the model with experiment is given by Figure 11 . Selected experimental data from Figure 3 in Ref. 56 was estimated graphically and plotted in Figure 11 (a). Computed results for the GCC temperature for Bi = 0.0009 and G = 0.04 are also shown. Efron et al. 56 concluded, from the right eyes of 21 subjects, that GCC temperature starts at 34.3 ± 0.7
• C on average with a mean cooling rate of 0.033 ± 0.024
• C over the initial 15 s. Calculating results from the model predicts the average cooling rate to be 0.058
• C/s for the first 15 s if the initial GCC temperature is set to 34.5
• C. The model is promising for simulating the tear film thinning rate. King-Smith et al. 77 found the mean rate of thinning of the tear film in vivo to (6.32 ± 7.00) × 10 −8 ms −1 (or 3.79 ± 4.20 μm/min). The average initial thickness in their work was 3.98 μm with standard deviation 1.06 μm. Our computed results for the GCC tear film thickness are shown in Figure 11(b) . The model gives a thinning rate of 4.42 × 10 −8 ms −1 (2.65μm/min) for the initial 15 s. This value is well within the experimental range.
Some outlying cases were observed in the experiments, 56 however, showing that GCC temperature drops faster than the average and abruptly stopped due to blinking. The GCC temperature does not seem to equilibrate in these cases. In addition, observations from King-Smith 77 indicate the rates of tear film thinning ranged from 2 μm/min to 20μm/min with some relatively rare cases far from the average. All the aforementioned results are based on the parameters listed in Table I . There, the non-equilibrium coefficient K and the corresponding dimensionless parameterK were derived to recover the average thinning rate 4μm/min. To see what the model predicts for the rare cases, we changed the assumptions to determine the values for K andK . The results are plotted in Figure 12 , where the GCC temperature dynamics for thinning rates of 4, 12, and 20μm/min are shown. Temperature drops significantly faster during the initial 20 s for the larger thinning rates, but it bounces back to reach a steady-state value once h eq is reached and evaporation stops. If x derivatives are neglected, the steady-state temperature at the film surface is found to be
The numerical values is that for Bi = 0.0009, G = 0, and apart fromK , all other values are as given in Table I ; note that this equilibrium temperature is independent ofK however. The numerical Phys. • C and 34.48
• C , respectively. The model in this paper predicts the GCC temperature equilibrate to 33.55
• C. Our results are comparable to 2D FE models.
V. CONCLUSION
The model we present in this paper includes a rectangular domain underneath the tear film that simulates the cornea and part of the aqueous humor. We allow heat diffusion inside this model rectangle to improve the existing models on predicting the thermal dynamics of the tear film. By varying the depth of the rectangle from 0 to 2.5 × 10 −3 m, we found that cooling for deep enough into the eye, the model could recover the experimental data for temperature at the tear film and the ocular surface cooling with evaporation and heat loss; without a thick substrate, the tear film temperature actually increases slightly.
Varying the Biot number in the model reveals the important role it plays in tear film evaporation. Large Bi implies that heat has another route to leave the tear film besides evaporation, and so evaporation slows down with increasing Bi (pictured in Figure 6 ). Hence, we could adjust the value of Bi number to control the evaporation rate and we chose Bi = 0.0009 to match experimental data.
To summarize, this paper presents a tear film dynamics model that has improved dynamics for the temperature at its surface. This improvement comes from including heat diffusion in both the tear film and the eye beneath it. Allowing cooling to penetrate deep enough into the eye eventually captures the right thermal behavior as well as thinning rates in the experimentally measured range.
Future directions of interest include the following. A moving end of the domain to better model blinking would capture transient cooling of the film and substrate. Evaporation depends on the lipid layer thickness and composition; incorporating these effects is thought to be important as well.
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APPENDIX: TEST PROBLEM
To test and compare the accuracy of these methods, we formulated a test problem similar to the thin substrate tear film PDE with all the tear film parameter values shown in Table I . For simplicity, Bi = G = 0 in this appendix.
Problem setup
In the test problem, we create a PDE of the form
with a space and time dependent forcing term g(x, t) such that it has the exact solution
where q and J are the same as Eqs. (13) and (17) but with Bi = 0 and G = 0. Initial and boundary conditions are specified as
The exact solution (A2) is chosen to mimic the meniscus and center parts of the tear film. A plot of the exact solution is given in Figure 13 .
Test problem results
As shown in Figure 13 , parameters used in the test problem are h 0 = 25, t 0 = 2, y c = −4, and m = 4, along with the values of E, S, δ,K , andk being given by Table I . The number of grid points for the two finite-difference-based methods varied from 1024 to 4096. Demonstration of second order convergence for these two methods can be seen from the first plot of Figure 14 . DAE/fd method performs better than the RODE method. The DAE/sp method shows much better error as shown in Phys. the second plot of Figure 14 ; that plot is for a relative and absolute tolerances of 10 −10 in the DAE solver. As the number of grid points in the computation is increased, the maximum absolute error decreases; the linear decrease on a semilog plot is comparable to the error derivatives of exponential functions (e.g., Sec. 6 of Trefethen 79 ). The spectral method requires significantly fewer grid points to achieve good accuracy, so the solution is fast even though the Chebyshev differentiation matrices we use are dense.
To better understand how the error is distributed along the x-axis, we plotted the absolute error of various methods at time t = 7 in Figure 15 . We used two scales to present the results because the accuracy of DEA/sp method is better than that of the other two methods. Due to the menisci at both ends, all the three methods have their maximum error near the ends of the domain in the menisci. The DAE/fd method is about 10 times more accurate than the RODE method by reducing the order of the PDE with the introduction of a new dependent variable. In addition, as seen in Figure 16 , the error of all the methods is accumulating as time increases. A total of 4096 grid points for RODE and DAE/fd methods and 128 grid points for the DAE/sp method were used in the computation to generate Figures 15 and 16 .
According to the results from the test problem, DAE/sp is the most accurate method among the three and it also suitable for larger values of h 0 , i.e., steeper menisci. However, the code for the DAE/fd methods fails if we raise h 0 to be greater than 35 and the error of RODE fails for h 0 = 30.
